
Dear Friends of Unity,

The Board of the Unity Christian High School would like to update you on the progress of The 21 Campaign. We
have collectively made exciting progress on our fundraising efforts. Today, we have raised $5,066,714 from the gifts
of 461 individuals and businesses!  We thank God for the generosity of the constituents, alumni, our local
community and friends of Unity!

It’s been an awesome process to watch people follow God’s leading through donating to this project. The funds
have come in rapidly the past few months, which has led to some good pressure on the Board to move forward
quickly.

Looking back, in November 2019, the Society approved the project at an estimated cost of $8.5 million. That cost
was then trimmed down to an estimated $7 million and shared at an October 5, 2020 Society meeting.   At the 2020
meeting the Board received authorization to break ground when funds were pledged or received within $2 million of
the anticipated project cost.

Today we crossed over the $5 million mark!  Again, thank you friends of Unity!

In the past six months building material costs have sharply increased.  While we need to accept the reality of that,
please know that the Board is committed to pushing forward on plans to build and also plans to continue
fundraising.

In anticipation of moving ahead the Board has recently:

● Appointed Bouma Construction as the General Contractor for the project.
● Approved the purchase and movement of dirt from another worksite to our campus for future use.
● Initiated the finalization of drawings to get final bids.

In the next few weeks, the Board should know the actual project costs which will guide us in selecting an official
groundbreaking date.  The Board will have a full update at the April 20, 2021 Society meeting. Please consider
attending!

We recently kicked off a fundraising theme of #Stim4STEM and #Stim4TheGym.  With the most recent COVID
“Stim”ulus checks, we did some dreaming and figuring how the project could leap forward again.  We recognize this
check meets real needs for some families as a result of the pandemic, but also suspect that it positions many
families with an opportunity to donate to this project. Friends of Unity, would you help us continue the momentum?
Would you consider a “stim” gift?

● 50% of one stimulus check - $700

● 100% of  one stimulus check - $1400

Make a gift online by clicking here: https://schoolpay.com/pay/for/21-Campaign-Donation/SciDite

Thanks for helping us get to this point and considering helping us move forward!

The Board of Unity
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